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Introduction
Security issues represent a critical challenge for businesses. Data breaches harm a company’s reputation, causing tremendous costs
and penalties which in turn undermines trust between the organization and its customers. This leaves the customer’s privacy and
security at high risk.
A typical enterprise hosts business critical application and mission critical process transactions. It churns and stores tons of
confidential data, while maintaining various technology stacks such as Operating System, Databases, Middleware, ERP and many
more where risk management plays a very crucial role.

Need for Compliance in Enterprises
Before deploying any application, organizations often fail to notice improperly configured IT assets, underestimating
their compliance and security risks. Major reasons for such breaches are misconfigurations of assets such as using default
profile/passwords, incorrect access control settings, weak encryption, and so on.
To overcome these security vulnerabilities, a solution is needed that makes enterprise assets more secure and robust
while provisioning, and periodically audits them based on industry standard recommended guidelines.
Having IT asset management protocols in place which monitors data and performs real-time fixes to mitigate risks and
data security breaches is an absolute necessity today.

ignio AIOps as a Solution for Enterprise Compliance Management
ignioTM AIOps is an AI-driven software for Autonomous IT Operations. By combining Enterprise IT context, analytics, and intelligent
automation, ignio provides a closed-loop solution for your growing IT compliance requirements. Let’s take an example of an
organization where they need to perform a security assessment of the IT assets and centrally track the compliance status. Having
ignio handy allows the security leads to ensure compliance of their IT estate in-line with the internal guidelines as well as external
industry regulations.

Key Compliance Features
Detect

Diagnose

• Connects to different target
assets in real-time and gathers
configuration details for compliance
status verification

• Leverages the pre-built library
of checks based on industryrecommended best practices
• Provides detailed analysis of the
risks identified through failed
control checks

Remediate
• Auto-resolves identified
vulnerabilities
• Supports 1000+ auto-fixes for
compliance issues

ignio automates the labor-intensive process of checking settings on each machine in your network. It can work unobtrusively in the
largest of inventories that may contain thousands of assets. With over 5500+ security checks covering standard security guidelines
accepted across the industries and geographies, ignio plays a crucial role in identifying and reducing security risks.
To support the dynamic and ever-evolving IT landscape with the need of new emerging technologies, changing requirements and
additional security checks, ignio has an advanced feature called Control Management, wherein new technologies and controls can be
easily on-boarded as a part of the module to cater to the Enterprise’s custom compliance needs.
ignio allows users to schedule and automate security scans with defined intervals to generate security alerts that may compromise
the organization. It helps address the violations quickly, before they cause escalations by representing all the security threats in
an easy visual interface with detailed analysis of the security failures along with the root cause. The user also has the provision to
download the comprehensive analysis report make it portable and not restricted to the UI.

The comprehensive compliance data provided
by ignio allows users to prioritize remediation.
By leveraging its vast library of 1000+ prebuilt
fixes, ignio supports the automated remediation
of the identified vulnerabilities for your IT assets,
thus closing the loop and helping mitigate the
security risk imposed by any external threats. For
certain exception scenarios for specific hosts,
ignio provides reusable workflows for handling
exceptions. Such approvals can be marked
temporary, allowing issues to be automatically
bypassed and revisited after a specified time.

ignio Compliance Architecture

Additionally, ignio can be used for on-boarding
new IT assets in the organization. By assessing the
security configuration of assets before deploying
them in the work environment that stores sensitive
data, ignio promotes a more secure way of risk
mitigation to the potential threats of data breach at
a later critical stage.

Conclusion
As IT infrastructure of any organization evolves, it becomes essential to maintain the security of the assets. To make them more
secure from any external threats Compliance plays an important role in detection of security threats from the asset configurations
as per the industry defined standards.
By continuously analyzing the security configurations of the IT assets of any organization, ignio Compliance will provide
meaningful analysis and detailed report about improper system configuration which may cause potential security threats
compromising data integrity.

Digitate is a leading software provider bringing agility, assurance, and resiliency to IT and business operations. ignio™, an award-winning AIOps software, reimagines enterprise IT and
business landscape with its unique and innovative closed-loop approach that combines context, insights and intelligent automation to autonomously resolve and prevent issues. ignio’s
customers span across industry verticals and include large, global enterprises that are leaders and innovators in their respective industries. Digitate is headquartered in Santa Clara,
California, USA and Pune, India.
For more information, reach out to us at contact@digitate.com or visit www.digitate.com.
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